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Gyde-Petersen, A Skagen Artist in America
by John Robert Christianson
Mankato, Minnesota, was thrilled. A famous artist had come to
town with his palette, easel, and painter's smock, and people
noticed. The Mankato Free Press ran a sto under a bold headline:

The reporter gushed away for two columns on the delight of having
in their midst a European artist who had been knighted by a king. 1
The year was 1924. My mother was a teen-aged college student at
the time, and she came from Mankato. She told me that her "Uncle
Gyde's" English skills were rudimentary. When curious residents
peered over his shoulder, looked at the painting on the easel, and
complemented the artist, he replied, in a friendly tone, "I can't stand
you." What he meant to say was "I can't understand you." In any
case, he was allowed to continue his painting in peace.
Nearly two decades later, when Gyde-Petersen died in a
Copenhagen suburb in 1943, one of the newspapers ran a long
obituary that referred to him as "the last of the Skagen Golden Age
artists." 2 In order to understand what it meant to be a "Skagen
artist," and how this affected Gyde-Petersen's view of America, we
need to go back to the northern tip of Jutland a century ago, when he
was still young.
The Skagen Art Colony
Perhaps no other artists' colony in Scandinavia has ever equaled the
renown of the group of painters, sculptors, poets, and ban vivants
who spent their summers in the tiny fishing village of Skagen at the
northern tip of Jutland during the last three decades of the
nineteenth century and the first years of the twentieth. 3
Among the many artists of Skagen, two stand out. 4 One was Anna
Ancher (1859-1935), a native of Skagen who grew up among the
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artists staying in her family's hotel. She and her husband, the
painter, Michael Ancher (1849-1927), later attracted other artist
friends, who came to spend summers in Skagen. As an artist, Anna
Ancher was a painter of quiet domesticity and sun-lit interiors. Her
palette was refined, sensitive, and bathed in color. The other
outstanding artist of the Skagen colony was Peter Severin Krnyer
(1851-1909). He painted fabulous portraits, group scenes bursting
with conviviality, and wide landscapes full of blue waters, white
beaches, and romance. Trained in the traditions of the Danish
Golden Age at the Royal Academy of Art in Copenhagen, Krnyer
went on to study in Paris and helped to introduce French naturalism
and, later, impressionism to Skagen. In general, Danish painters
were open to using a wide range of styles and did not get involved
in polemics over how to paint. 5
Between these two masters, Anna Ancher and P. S. Krnyer, was a
wide range of creative individuals who flocked to Skagen from
Denmark, Norway, Sweden, Germany, and England. They spent
their summers painting in the open air, trying to capture the
luminous sunlight of Skagen. They congregated in Brnndum's Hotel
on rainy days to smoke, talk, and sketch.
Today, if you visit Skagens Museum, you can see the famous
paneled room decorated by the artists. There, you will see Kreyer' s
painting of the artists at lunch. All around the room, just below the
ceiling, is a frieze of portraits showing those who spent their
summers at Skagen. 6 Among them, you will find the subject of this
paper, Hans Gyde-Petersen, painted by P. S. Krnyer in 1907.
Image 1 [Editors' note: All the images in color for this article may be found in the
photo section near the middle of this publication]

Gyde-Petersen's Early Career
I cannot say precisely when Hans Gyde-Petersen came to Skagen for
the first time, but I can report that he was born on the farm of
Aastgaard in Lindeballe parish, west of Vejle, on 7 November 1862,
and baptized Hans Gyde Pedersen after his maternal grandfather.7
He got his first drawing set and watercolors at the age of ten, came
to Copenhagen as a student of art at eighteen, entered the Royal
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Academy of Art at twenty, and graduated as a sculptor at twentyfive in 1888.8 An extant, signed ink wash drawing from his student
days at the Royal Academy is dated 1885. He also painted plein air
oil landscapes from nature during these years. A surviving, small
but vibrant 1890 oil sketch from the Deer Park, north of
Copenhagen, is reminiscent of the Danish Golden Age and was
painted from the lower end of the plain between the Sound and
Eremitagen, with the eighteenth-century hunting lodge included as a
distant historical reference.

Hans Gyde-Petersen Perspective Drawing 1885

It was as a sculptor, however, that Gyde-Petersen quickly
achieved prominence in Danish artistic circles. In 1891, he won the
Minor Gold Medal of the Royal Academy, which was rarely granted
in that era. In 1892, he failed to win the Major Gold Medal by only
eight votes. 9 His sculpture went into all the major Danish public
collections, and his colossal statue of Adam and Eve stood right
inside the entrance to Statens Museum for Kunst when that museum
opened in 1897. 10 His sculpture won him a grant to study in Italy for
three years from 1897-99. During these years in Italy, he turned his
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back on a promising career as a sculptor and returned to his first
love of landscape painting.11
In 1904, Gyde-Petersen had his first one-man exhibit of paintings.
The same year, his nine-year marriage to Ingeborg Balling ended in
divorce. That summer, he went to Skagen to be among friends.

Skagen
The image of the artists' life in Skagen was one of endless sunshine
and festivity, but the reality was often less idyllic. Jealousies and
rivalries were rampant. P. S. Kr0yer had begun to suffer the effects
of a manic-depressive psychosis and had to be committed repeatedly
to mental institutions after 1900. 12 During the summer of 1904 in
Skagen, Kr0yer invited Gyde-Petersen to stay for the winter, and
Gyde accepted. 13 He spent the next two winters with Kr0yer and
gradually took over many personal affairs that Kr0yer could no
longer handle. When Kr0yer's divorce became official in 1905,
Kreyer was given custody of his ten-year-old daughter, Vibeke.
Kreyer, Gyde, and Vibeke lived with a cook and maid in a
picturesque, half-timbered house in the midst of Skagen's only
woods, with a studio that had an immense south window.
During the winters of 1904-05 and 1905-06, Kr0yer began to give
Gyde-Petersen painting lessons in that studio, while Gyde instructed
Kreyer in sculpting.
"Landscapes are culture before they are nature," said the art
historian, Simon Schama, "constructs of the imagination projected
on to wood and water and rock." 14 Kr0yer's landscape culture had
evolved through many stages by 1904, and all his years of experience
went into the instruction he gave to Gyde-Petersen during those
winter sessions at Skagen. Gyde never did learn to paint with
Kr0yer's tremendous energy and appeal-but who really could?
Kr0yer did teach him to emphasize light and shadow, color hues
and values, and use pure colors to capture light in a rapid, plein air
manner. Some of Gyde-Petersen's Skagen paintings are open
seascapes; others are intimate garden scenes, echoing similar
paintings by Kr0yer. 1s
In the summer of 1907, Kr0yer and Gyde-Petersen took a
whirlwind, three-week trip through Germany to Italy, across to
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Spain, and home again by way of Paris. Later that summer, back in
Skagen, Gyde-Petersen modeled a bust of Kreyer and Krnyer
painted Gyde's portrait for the frieze of artists at the hotel, while
another friend, Laurits Tuxen (1853-1927), modeled a life-sized
double statue of Krnyer and Michael Ancher.
Krnyer's health was declining rapidly. Gyde-Petersen painted
again in Skagen during the summer of 1909. Krnyer died on 21
November 1909 in his Skagen home.
Dyrehaven
Gyde-Petersen was in Copenhagen at that time, working on a fulllength, standing statue of the late King Christian IX. King Frederik
VIII and Queen Louise attended the unveiling of the statue in 1910,
and on that day, Hans Gyde-Petersen was dubbed a Knight of the
Royal Danish Order of Dannebrog. 16 The statue was his last major
sculptural commission.

Statue Unveiling in Thisted, 1910

By this time, Gyde had become a painter. He painted a few
landscapes by St. J0rgens Lake between Copenhagen and the suburb
of Frederiksberg, where he lived for a number of years with the
family of Laurits Tuxen in their villa at Vodroffsvej 10.17 Perhaps it
was Tuxen' s influence that led him to emphasize foreground details
in several of these lakeside paintings.
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However, Gyde's favorite landscape venue soon became the
varied terrain of J~gersborg Dyrehaven, the Deer Park on the northern
edge of Copenhagen. He painted from nature in the open air, all
year round, spring, summer, fall, and winter.
His landscapes
sometimes included herds of red deer in beech forests and oak-lined
meadows, or a distant person or two was seen walking or riding
through the park. These oils were painted rather loosely to be
viewed from a distance, and always in a subjective manner that
aimed to draw the viewer into the scene.
Gyde-Petersen's
Dyrehaven landscapes resonated with Danish cultural values and
found a ready market among middle-class customers. In 1924, the
artist reckoned that he had painted 1200 landscapes. 18 By then, he
lived in a house on the very edge of Dyrehaven, and he painted
there for the rest of his life. 19
America
On his trips to Jutland, Gyde-Petersen often visited his sister,
"Stine," (Maren Kirstine), her husband, Jesper Munkholm, and their
two sons, Homo and Herluf, at the farm of Munkholmgaard near
Farre. Gyde painted landscapes of fields, moors, and farms in the
vicinity of his home area. 20
Gyde and Stine had three brothers and one sister in America. Out
of their family correspondence grew Gyde-Petersen's plan to travel
to America. He wanted to visit his siblings and experience the
landscapes of the New World. On 11 March 1924, he held a large
sale of oil paintings and studies at Anton Hansen's auction house in
Copenhagen in order to cover expenses for a long trip. 21
His sister and all three brothers had married Danish Americans,
and all four were comfortably situated in the new world. John was
the proprietor of a general store in Randall, Iowa, north of Story
City. He was married to a daughter of the town's founder, and his
brother-in-law was a leading businessman in the area. Christen
Peder, now Dr. C. P. Peterson, had completed his professional
education in America and was a dentist in Mankato, Minnesota. He
was married to a sister of John's wife. Mathilde was married to a
banker named Joe S. Peterson in Ringsted, Iowa. The youngest
brother, Hans, lived in the vicinity of Reedley near Fresno,
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California, where he was a grape and fruit rancher. Each of them
had five or six children.
In order to understand the light that Gyde-Petersen's experience
throws on Danish-American life, we need to examine how he saw
America, and how America saw him. Gyde-Petersen did not seek
out the grand tourist sites of North America like his predecessor, the
Danish landscapist, Ferdinand Richardt (1819-95), who had painted
Niagara Falls, the Mississippi River, Yosemite, and San Francisco. 22
Instead, Gyde simply painted in the vicinity of the homes of his
siblings, choosing his subjects close at hand in the tradition of the
Danish Golden Age. He could not avoid sharing his siblings' vision
of America, because he stayed with them, and they were his point of
contact with American life. They were all well-integrated into
American society and better-off financially than many immigrants of
the era. So, he came from a middle-class Denmark into a middleclass America, and his American paintings reflect middle-class
values, just as his Danish paintings do.
If landscapes are "culture before they are nature," then the
cultural matrix that Gyde-Petersen imposed upon the landscapes of
America was an approach to landscape painting in the Danish
tradition, learned in the Royal Academy of Art in Copenhagen and
developed through years of interaction with Krnyer, Tuxen, and
other artists, first in Skagen, later in_Copenhagen and especially, in
his later years, among the painters who congregated at Peter Lieps
Hus in Dyrehaven and at Munkebjerg Spa Hotel near Vejle. A
crucial part of this culture was the artist's insistence upon immediate
confrontation with the living landscape by setting up his easel outof-doors and painting a composition directly from nature itself.

Minnesota
An interview published in the Mankato Free Press on 13 November
1924 reported that Gyde-Petersen had been painting in the Mankato
area for ten days. The interviewer regarded him not so much as a
Dane, but rather, as a celebrity artist. "To have been knighted by a
king would turn the head of almost any artist," wrote the reporter,
"but not so with this one." "The painter whom Mankato is honored
to have in its midst is Sir Gyde Pedersen of Denmark, who is here as
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a guest of his brother, Dr. C. P. Petersen... He is so enthusiastic over
the scenery in and about Mankato." 23 The journalist was blithely
unaware of the fact that Knights of Dannebrog do not have a title.
Eight of Gyde-Petersen's landscapes from the Mankato area were
already drying when the interview took place. Eight paintings in ten
days! "There is a wonderful blending of harmonious colorings of
sapphire, amethyst, beryl and topaz," wrote the reporter. "Some of
the pictures are landscapes almost hid behind a veil of mist, another
seems to tell a story of exquisite day break, where everything seems
perfumed with the first breath of dawn. The meadows, the dales,
hills and half shut-in landscape of tall trees with their branches
mingling, just as nature's hand has painted them and transferred to
canvas, is a feast, a delight to look upon. Only one canvas contains a
house or two portrayed in setting of old forest trees for a
background."
Four of these Mankato landscapes give a good impression of how
Gyde-Petersen saw America. They show scenes along the Minnesota
River and two of its tributaries, the LeSueur River and Minneopa
Creek, and they vary in scale according to the size of the water they
depict.
Image 2 [See the photo section]
The valley of the Minnesota River is no Grand Canyon or
Yosemite, but still, the river is larger than any stream in Denmark,
and its bluffs and limestone cliffs seemed awesome compared to the
gentle slopes of Denmark. Gyde-Petersen depicted it on a large
canvas, roughly sixty by forty inches, looking upriver, towards the
setting sun. The composition builds on contrasts: Massive, cubistic
blocks of stone and dense background vegetation on the right
balanced against shining sky and water on the left side, a dynamic,
cloud-filled sky hovering over placid waters.
Along the LeSueur River, Gyde-Petersen composed a smaller
landscape, thirty-two by twenty-four inches, using atmospheric
perspective to lay an autumnal haze over the scene, while reflections
of colorful foliage in the placid river gave the painting vitality. He
left this painting with his brother, Chris, but one of his nieces
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wanted a copy, and she got one that follows the original composition
very closely, though not exactly. The distant peak now reveals its
true nature as a tree-topped bluff, and the palette of autumnal
foliage and reflections in the water are brightened. The artist may
have painted this second picture more rapidly in the studio,
simplifying the palette and treating the central peak more
realistically, but the overall character, as well as details like later fall
colors and the more realistic rendering of the peak, makes one
wonder whether it was finished directly from nature.
Images 3 and 4 [See the photo section ]

The fourth autumn landscape, only seventeen by fifteen-and-ahalf inches, shows Minneopa Creek winding through the lower right
corner and a wooded slope sweeping down from the upper left. In
the distance, a steam engine chugs into view under clear skies. This
is a tiny corner of untaqi.ed American landscape into which the
railroad intrudes as the bearer of change.
Image 5 [See the photo section ]
These Minnesota landscapes capture the changing light of a
Midwestern autumn along waters of varying scale. As GydePetersen represented America in these paintings, it was an unspoiled
land of grand tranquility, broad waters, and majestic stone
formations, but also of wild beauty in the process of giving way to
modernization.
Images 6 and 7 [See the photo section ]
In addition to these landscapes, Gyde-Petersen also expressed his
reaction to life among his Minnesota relatives in two portraits and a
still-life. An oil portrait of Irene Peterson, the artist's youngest
Mankato niece, shows a blonde, blue-eyed subject whose face is
typically Danish, but her bobbed hair, confident expression, and
colorful blouse make it an American portrait. A charcoal sketch of
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Irene's brother, George, shows a dapper young man looking straight
outward and engaging the viewer directly. Both portraits place the
children of Danish immigrants in an American middle-class context.
Gyde-Petersen's final Minnesota painting was a still-life with a
California inspiration. It shows the contents of a box of fruit that
arrived from the California ranch of the artist's brother, Hans.
Simple geometrical shapes and warm fruit colors glow against an icy
bowl and blue tablecloth. A half-peeled lemon adds foreground
focus, drawing the viewer into the picture, perhaps to squeeze the
lemon or pick up a piece of fruit and taste it. This still-life conveys
another aspect of American plenty.
Before he left Mankato, the Art History Club sponsored an exhibit
of paintings by "Sir Gyde Petersen" at the Mankato Public Library,
including landscapes from the Mankato area and from Denmark. 24
The exuberant tone of the coverage in the Mankato Free Press
indicates dearly that this visit of a European artist was seen as a
great cultural event in the life of the small Minnesota city.
Image 8 [See the photo section]
Iowa
I do not know when Gyde-Petersen visited his brother and sister in
Iowa. Maybe he went there before he came to Minnesota. No Iowa
paintings surfaced during this investigation, although a fine 1937
landscape that looks like the q.rtist's home region in Jutland is owned
by a descendant of John Peterson of Randall, Iowa.
California
Three canvases are known from Gyde-Petersen's visit to his brother,
Hans, near Reedley, California: a small oil study, a larger painting in
a grove along a brook, and a large painting of a river flowing
through the mountains. Other paintings in the possession of Hans
Peterson's heirs were not available for this project.

Image 9 [See the photo section]
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The family motored into the Sierras with their Danish uncle, and
there, he painted the great trees, but he was also able to fine subjects
for his canvases quite close to Hans Peterson's fruit ranch near
Reedley. In some cases, he packed up his easel and paint box and
rode a bicycle to the site where he painted. 25
The small oil study, eighteen by thirteen inches, is of a sunlit glade
among the giant sequoias of Grant Grove in Kings Canyon National
Park. The painting captures bright American sunshine filtering
among towering trees and shows how different the light among
California conifers was from the diffused light among the beeches of
Denmark.
Image 10 [See the photo section]
Hans Peterson also owned a painting of a grove of massive, old
trees along a quiet brook. The painting is very similar to some of
Gyde-Petersen's landscapes from Dyrehaven, and the trees look very
much like the beeches of Dyrehaven. It may have been painted in
Denmark. However, Hans Peterson's descendants, who still live in
the Fresno area and know it well, think that it may have been
painted in California. The date of 1924 is the same as the artist's
other American paintings.
Image 11 [See the photo section]
The third painting from California is a large prospect, fifty by
forty inches, of the Kings River. The composition is weighted to the
left, like the large Minnesota valley scene. Bright, cloudless sunlight
shapes the rocks, cliffs, trees, and mountains with cubist clarity.
This painting is quite different from the artist's Minnesota
landscapes in mood, showing another aspect of Gyde-Petersen's
vision of America's serene, unspoiled, and majestic landscape.
Conclusion
Gyde-Petersen's paintings conveyed his view of America as a place
of majesty, serenity, abundance, and rapid acculturation. His
contribution to the Danish-American experience grew out of a
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Danish tradition of landscape painting in the plein air. GydePetersen' s American pictures reveal that careful study of nature
allowed a painter in this tradition to capture the individuality of
new landscapes in a fresh, direct manner.
After his American visit, Gyde-Petersen returned home to
Denmark and remained in Klampenborg for the rest of his days,
making his way into the Deer Park in fair weather and foul, setting
up his easel to paint pastoral landscapes in the open air. When he
was interviewed by a reporter from Politiken on his eightieth
birthday, 7 November 1942, he told colorful stories about his Skagen
days with Krnyer. 26 The interview took place at his bedside in
Gentofte hospital. Two months later, on 9 January 1943, he died in a
suburban retirement home.
In the year 2004, Gyde-Petersen's paintings were featured in two
exhibitions, one in Rome and the other in his home area in Denmark.
The Roman exhibition, "Pittori Danesi a Roma nell'Ottocento"
(Danish Pictures of Rome in the Nineteenth Century) featured
Danish artists who worked in the Eternal City.27 The Danish
exhibition, "En Skagens Maler i Give: Hans Gyde Petersen" (A
Skagen Painter in Give: Hans Gyde Petersen) at Give-Egnens
Museum contained two of Gyde-Petersen's portrait busts and fiftysix of his landscapes and other paintings from Italy, Skagen,
Dyrehaven, Munkebjerg, the vicinity of Give and Munkholmgaard,
and America. 28
Though it would be an exaggeration to speak of a Gyde-Petersen
revival, it is clear that the "last of the Skagen painters" is not
completely forgotten in the twenty-first century.
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